Powerful Web Conferencing at 20 cents per minute.

WebDemo
Conducting On-line Meetings Has Never Been
E-easier or More Affordable.
WebDemo is an easy to use in-house server
software solution that provides you with all the
tools necessary to conduct a web-based highly
interactive successful meeting. WebDemo lets you
use the Internet to extend the reach and impact of
your ideas to virtually anybody, anywhere in the
world. All you need to conduct or join a meeting
is a computer, an Internet connection and a phone
line (for the audio conference).
Available in a cost-effective server package,
WebDemo is available in 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, and up
to 500 or more concurrent user licenses. As an
example, a 10-user license package permits any
10 people to be connected at one time, from any
PC. Unlike other Web conferencing products, the
licenses aren’t specific to any person or to any PC.
WebDemo brings you the industry’s richest set
of features. So your meetings are easier to set up,
control, and easier to follow. Discover interactive
keyboard chat, application sharing, polling and
quizzing, fi le transfer, record and playback, VOIP,
document management, desktop streaming and
more.
Leader offers three innovative browser-based
Web conferencing solutions—WebDemo
Express, WebDemo Professional, and WebDemo
Enterprise. Each product was formed to deliver
simplicity and a different cost model based upon
your budget and meeting needs to the online
meeting world. The difference between each
WebDemo product is the inherent feature set.

WebDemo Enterprise Feature Set
Presentation Sharing: Allows you to spontaneously
share any presentation with full animation and slide
transitions, without uploading fi les to a server. Allows high
resolution with full screen viewing capabilities.

Viewport Presentation: The WebDemo Viewport will
now allow you to click and drag your Viewport anywhere
on your desktop. In addition you will have the ability to
PAUSE the Viewport broadcast. In the pause mode you
can setup other applications without your audience seeing
what you are doing. Also the Attendee has the ability to
resize the Viewport on their screen.

Transparency Tools: To further enhance the online
demo experience, you can use WebDemo’s transparency
tools to illustrate, highlight or annotate a document or an
element within a desktop application. The Transparency
Tools include drawing options such Font, Line Thickness,
Square, Circle, Cut/Move or Color Selector.

Application Sharing: The Application Sharing feature
allows you to select which application(s) you wish to
broadcast to participants. The Host may select one or more
applications to broadcast.

Video Conferencing: Use the Video Conferencing
feature to broadcast a pre-recorded .avi fi le or a live
image using a standard PC Web cam to all or any of the
meeting attendees. Also, you can enable the Web Cams
of meeting participants for a group video conference. This
feature includes selectable frame rate speeds up to 30
frames per second.

Document Management: Document Management
allows registered users to place fi les in public or
private or semi private areas for future use. All users
(registered and unregistered) can access the public
documents at their leisure.

Polling and Quizzing: Collaborate with your audience
with true/false, yes/no questions or multiple-choice
questions. The results are tallied dynamically and can be
displayed on an aggregate level to all participants. Voice
Chat: The Voice Chat allows you to choose an audio
choice. The choices are microphone, wave fi le or line-in.
The wave fi le or real media player now can be broadcasted
to your audience. Or broadcast sound from your
PowerPoint presentation.

WebDemo Reports: The WebDemo reports page

Attendee List: The Attendee list displays to the Host

Record and Playback: WebDemo Record and Playback
captures everything in your session including the live
demonstrations, annotations, notes, visuals and even
live Web slides. Meetings are automatically recorded
locally on the server, and can be played back later by
registered or guest users. In addition, with easy-to-use
features for recording, editing, and storage, users can
create professional, self-paced recordings in other industry
standard formats. These recordings can be viewed outside
the WebDemo environment with any standard media
player such as Windows Media Player and Real Player.

and Attendees who are logged into the Web meeting.
For the Host the Attendee List displays important
performance detail and allows for enabling/disabling of
communications features.

Keyboard Chat: The Host and Attendees can
communicate via Keyboard Chat. The Keyboard Chat
also allows the Host and Attendees to converse privately
without disrupting the meeting.
Hand Raising: When presenting, it is important to know
whether your Attendees have a question, would like to
make a comment, or even if they are listening.
Meeting Lockout: With just a click you can block any

allows administrators to generate daily, weekly, monthly,
or specific range reports on number of current active users,
number of current active sessions, number of total sessions
for a range and individual user/session metrics.

Hide Desktop Icons Utility: Use your computer
desktop as a blank whiteboard background by hiding your
desktop icons while maintaining a secure background.

Outlook® E-mail Integration: The Outlook E-mail
Integration integrates Microsoft Outlook@ and WebDemo
by allowing a meeting session to be scheduled in Outlook
from an e-mail produced by WebDemo.

new participants from joining a meeting in progress.

Use with LeaderPhone® Teleconferencing:
File Broadcast: File Broadcast allows the presenter of a
WebDemo meeting to broadcast fi les to any or all attendees.
As a result, fi les of any type can be distributed quickly to
all meeting participants.
Co-browse: When the meeting Host initiates a Cobrowse session, an Internet Explorer Web browser launches
on the Host computer as well as on each attendee’s
computer. This feature allows the Host to navigate the
attendee to any page on a Web site.

Web Demo can be easily used in conjunction with the
LeaderPhone® Teleconferencing Service also offered by
Leader. LeaderPhone® provides many enhanced web
console call control features at the lowest rates and “best
quality” in the conference calling industry. Conference
calls can be set up from the web or right from your phone
using the powerful and simple Leader Star*1 feature.
Request a full LeaderPhone® brochure from Leader.

Transfer Host Control: WebDemo’s Host Transfer
feature allows users to transfer meeting control thereby the
attendee becomes the presenter.

Enable Remote Control: Give control of any
application on your system to remote participants.
WebDemo’s Remote Control feature allows users to
transfer meeting control, including ViewPort, whiteboard,
and chat functions to meeting Attendees thereby further
enhancing collaboration. WebDemo’s remote control is
safe and secure.

True Color Representation: Colors between 256
colors and True Color (16-bit to 24-bit) are available
for added enhancement to the presentation. This is
an excellent feature for advertising and marketing
professionals who place a premium on the creative
component of their presentations.
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